The results of an accurate quantum mechanical treatment of the planar H + H, exchange reaction on a realistic potential energy surface are presented. Full vibration-rotation convergence was achieved in the calculations, and this, together with a large number of auxiliary convergence and invariance tests, indicates that the cross sections are accurate to 5% or better. The reactive differential cross sections are always backward peaked over the range of total energies from 0.3 to 0.65 eV. Nonreactive j = 0 to j' = 2 cross sections are backward peaked at low energy (0.4 eV) shifting to sidewards peaking forE> 0.5 eV. Quantum symmetry interference oscillations are very significant in the j = 0 to j' = 2 para-to-para cross sections for E;:::: 0.6 eV. Reactive integral cross sections show two distinct kinds of energy dependence. At low energy ( <0.5 eV), barrier tunneling gives them a largely exponential energy dependence while above 0.5 eV (the effective threshold energy) the cross sections vary nearly linearly. Comparison of collinear and coplanar transition probabilities indicates similar ID and 20 energy dependence but with a shift in energy from I D to 20 due to bending motions in the transition state. An analysis of rotational distributions indicates surprisingly good correspondence with temperaturelike distributions. The results of a onevibration-approximation calculation are examined, and errors of as much as three orders of magnitude are found at some energies. Shapes of angular distributions are, however, accurately predicted by this approximate method. Additional analyses include comparisons with previous distorted wave and coupledchannel results, and calculations of thermal rate constants.
I. INTRODUCTION
A reaction of fundamental interest in the field of chemical dynamics is the H + H 2 hydrogen atom exchange reaction. This simplest of chemical reactions has been the subject of numerous dynamical studies by quasiclassical, 1 • 2 semiclassical, 3 -5 and quantum mechanical6-16 methods and has been the focal point for the development of many approximate reaction rate theories. 17 In addition, this system provides the fundamental example for characterizing quantum effects in chemical reactions and determining their importance on experimental observables. For these reasons, the calculation of accurate quantum mechanical cross sections for H + H 2 is of great importance. Unfortunately, until recently there existed neither the proper methods for efficiently solving the Schrodinger equation for this system nor adequately powerful computers to handle the computations involved without the introduction of approximations of unknown accuracy.
In the preceding paper 16 (hereafter referred to as I) we presented a method for accurately and efficiently solving the Schrodinger equation for reactive collisions of an atom with a diatomic molecule moving on a fixed plane. The planar motion restriction was introduced for computational simplicity only, with no fundamental limitations involved in applying a similar procedure to three-dimensional collisions as well. In this paper, we present the results of an application of this method to planar H + H 2 on a realistic potential energy surface. 19 The results to be discussed include reactive and nonreactive transition probabilities, differential cross sections and integral cross sections, product rotational state distributions, and rate constants. In a preliminary communication, 11 we examined the importance of closed vibrational channels in a vibrationrotation coupled-channel (i, e., close-coupling) 20 expansion and found that the errors associated with an early truncation of the vibrational basis set expansion could be very serious in many cases although qualitative trends obtained with the truncated basis were often properly described. We will examine the one vibrational basis function approximation in somewhat greater detail in this paper, and will, in addition, compare our results with the approximate results of others in which different methods, types of approximations, and potential surfaces were used.
As pointed out in Paper I, the method we have developed for solving the Schrodinger equation for planar atom plus diatomic molecule collisions can be extended to 3D systems without significant conceptual changes, so an additional reason for undertaking the current calculations was to test the feasibility of the method in preparation for its application to 3D reactive systems. The calculations for the 3D H + H 2 system have now been completed and are presented in detail in the following two papers. 21 A preliminary communication of the results of this 3D work and its relationship with some of the coplanar results presented here has already been published. 12 In Sec. II we describe the reactive scattering calculations, including convergence tests and computational considerations, and the representation of the potential energy surface. The results of the calculations are presented and discussed in Sec. III. Section IV contains a general summary and discussion.
The method used to solve the Schrodinger equation for planar reactive and nonreactive H +Hz collisions has been extensively described in Paper I. As outlined there, the procedure for obtaining the full set of primitive solutions to the partial-wave Schrodinger equation is divided into two stages. In the first one, a coupled-channel 20 method is used to generate solutions to the Schrodinger equation in each of the three arrangement channel regions of internal configuration space. These solutions are then smoothly matched to one another in the second stage, and the resulting primitive solutions, which are everywhere smoothly continuous, are then linearly combined to yield the appropriate reactance and scattering matrix solutions. This procedure is then repeated for a sufficient number of partial waves to obtain converged reactive, inelastic, and (if desired) elastic cross sections. The potential energy surface used in all the calculations was the semiempirical ground electronic state H 3 surface of Porter and Karplus 19 (all coupling to excited electronic surfaces being neglected). In solving the Schrodinger equation for these reactive collision systems, great care must be exercised to insure adequate invariance of the results with respect to a change in (a) the number of vibration-rotation basis functions used, (b) the reference potential v •• r used to generate these functions, (c) the representation of the potential surface (see Sec. n. B), and (d) the nature of the functions used to represent the wavefunction on the matching surface (i.e., the "matching surface basis functions" of Paper I).
As discussed in Paper I, a number of symmetry properties inherent in H + H 2 and similar systems may be utilized to reduce the computation time involved in doing these calculations, Most significant in this respect are (a) cyclic permutational symmetry of the three-atom system which allows one to consider only one arrangement channel region in doing all calculations, and (b) two-atom permutational symmetry, which allows one to decouple the even and odd rotational states throughout most of the calculation. These same symmetry properties allow us to reduce the number of different distinguishable atom scattering amplitudes between a given initial vibration-rotation state of the reagent Hz and a given final state of the product H 2 to just two: one reactive and one nonreactive amplitude. We shall denote the reagent diatomic states by the vibration-rotation quantum numbers vj and the product ones by v'j'. Distinguishable-atom reactive transitions will be designated by the superscript R, nonreactive ones by N, and (indistinguishable) antisymmetrized ones by A. In this notation, the relation between the antisymmetrized differential cross sections and the distinguishable-atom dimensionless scattering amplitudes [Eqs. (6, 5) 
where kvJ is the (unsealed) wave number (ii" 1 of Paper I), 11 'J' an 111 • 11 , 1 , were eno e y AvJ an AvJ , respectively, in Paper I. For planar systems, the diatom rotational quantum number j is an algebraic integer and may be either positive, negative, or zero. For j =f. 0, the two states j and -j are degenerate and said to have different polarizations. Differential cross sections which have been summed over final rotational polarizations and averaged over initial ones will be indicated by the symbol rf 111 .v'J' and the corresponding integral cross sections by QvJ-v'J'. For example, the integral cross section Q~1 -02 is given by In Sec. V, B of Paper I we found that the symmetry of the Hamiltonian with respect to reflection through the triatom plane leads to the following relations between cross sections within the same rotational manifolds (valid for R, N, or A transitions):
and (2. 4) As defined in Paper I, the scattering angle 0 is the angle between the directions of motion of the final and initial H atoms in the center of mass system and spans the range 0 :S (} :S 21T. For reactive differential cross sections, the more customary angle to use is the angle 0 R of the direction of the product Hz with respect to the direction of the incident H, and is related to 0 by Therefore, the backward reactive scattering direction corresponds to 0 R = 1T and 0 = 0. For a small number of terms in the potential function expansion, the above interpolative procedure yields a representation of the full potential function V~(r~, R~, y~) which is computationally more efficient but has about the same accuracy as the one generated using Eq. (2. 7). Of course, the goodness of this procedure depends very significantly on the nature of the potential energy surface being considered, but for the PorterKarplus H 3 surface, it allows an adequate representation of the potential while requiring an exact evaluation of v~ at only three or four values of y~ [and the use of Eq. {2. 6) for all others]. In Fig. 2 , of Paper I 18 we depicted equipotential contours of the potential energy surface at y~ = 0, JT/4, and JT/2, the values required in the evaluation of Eq. (2. 8).
C. Convergence and accuracy tests
It is of crucial importance in coupled-channel calculations to establish that the resulting reaction probabilities and cross sections have converged adequately. Indeed, we shall see later that premature truncation of the vibration-rotation basis set expansion can result in errors in the final integral cross sections by several orders of magnitude, even though other tests, such as conservation of flux, may be approximately satisfied. Furthermore, many approximation quantum methods involve various kinds of truncations and/or other approximations, and it is highly desirable to obtain fully converged results which are of sufficient accuracy to assess the validity of those methods.
The most obvious criteria which must be satisfied by the results of an accurate quantum calculation are conservation of flux and time reversal invariance. These two principles require that the scattering matrix (2. 7) and the effort involved in computing this integral negates the advantage of using an expression which is analytical in y~ such as Eq. (2. 6). However, for the Porter-Karplus potential surface 19 (and for many others as well), in the regions of internal configuration space sampled in the calculation, the expansion Eq. {2. 6) converges very rapidly (after only three or four terms). We can then redefine the V~ by requiring that, instead of satisfying Eq. (2. 7), they force Eq. (2. 6), with a finite number n of even terms, to be satisfied exactly at n values of y~, For example, if three terms are included, then we can find v~. VL and v~ by solving the three algebraic equations obtained when Eq. (2. 6), truncated after three even terms, is evaluated at y = 0, JT/4, and JT/2. The result is (2, 8) I SJ be unitary and symmetric for each total angular momentum quantum number J and therefore that the corresponding probability matrix PJ [defined by Eq. {5. 20) of Paper I] be symmetric and that the sum of the elements of each of its rows (or columns) should equal unity. These criteria are necessary but not sufficient to insure accurate results.
In the results to be discussed in detail in Sec. III, we consider a range of total energies E from 0. 30 to 0. 75 eV (translational energies relative to the v = 0, j = 0 reagent H 2 state of 0. 03-0.48 eV). Flux conservation and microscopic reversibility were checked in each calculation, and for E :s 0. 60 eV, deviations from flux conservation were never worse than 1% and from symmetry less than about 5% (for nonnegligible transition probabilities). For 0. 60 eV < E :s 0. 75 eV, deviations from flux conservation were less than 3% and from symmetry less than 10%. In order to insure satisfactory convergence (better than 5%) in the calculation, vibration-rotation basis sets including 40-60 terms {channels) were required. For energies less than 0. 50 eV, a 40 channel basis consisting of 5 vibrational wavefunctions combined with 10, 10, 8, 6, and 6 rotational wavefunctions for v = 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, were used in generaL In the 0, 50-0.60 eV range, a 48 channel basis set of 4 vibrations and 12 rotations per vibration was adequate, while for energies above 0. 60 eV, a 60 channel basis of 5 vibrations and 12 rotations per vibration was used. Typical probability matrices from these calculations (for a 48 channel calculation at o. 55 eV) are given in Table I . Both the reactive and nonreactive transition probability matrices are highly symmetric, and the sums of the probabilities in each row or column differs from unity by a Table III of the results with respect to a change in the matching surface basis functions B"x [Eq. (4. 7) of Paper I]. We find that the reaction probabilities change by less than 5% in going from three to four terms in Eq. (2. 6) [with the coefficients calculated as described before Eq. (2. 8)] and virtually not at all in going from four to five terms. All calculations reported in this paper were done with three terms in Eq. (2. 6) and using Eq. Table I , where the nonreactive ortho to para transition probabilities typically have magnitudes of 10· 7 rather than 10· 25 , which is more typically the case 22 when the orthogonality is built in through the use of Eq. This expression is inherently unitary even when a truncated basis is used to calculate tJJ.Y\ It should be apparent that this error is of negligible importance for the example given in Table I , but as J increases, the deviations from orthogonality of s;;A also increase. Fortunately, the reaction probabilities decrease rapidly as this happens and since a nonorthogonal matching procedure has no effect on inelastic transition probabilities in the absence of reaction, 23 the problem with completeness of the matching surface functions disappears at higher J. No artificial orthogonalization procedures were introduced in the calculation (such as were used by Saxon and Light 8 ) , and therefore unitarity of SJ and zeroness of the even-to-odd reactive transition probabilities are tests of the completeness of B vx.
We conclude this section by quoting some computation times for these calculations. Both the integration and matching times vary roughly as N 3 for N> 20, where N is the number of channels. For 48 channel calculations using an IBM 370-158 computer, about 22 min of computation time per partial wave J was required, of which 17 min was spent in the integration of the coupled equations and the rest in the matching and asymptotic analysis. An often used 8 -10 (but seldom justified) approximation in quantum calculations has been the neglect of closed vibrational channels in the vibration-rotation coupledchannel expansion. For H + H 2 at low energies, only the ground vibrational level is open, so this approximation involves the use of only one vibrational basis function plus a complete set of rotational functions for that vibration, The main reason for using this approximation is the large reduction in computation time (by 1-2 orders of magnitude for H + H 2 ) compared to a vibrationally converged calculation. One of the objectives of this paper is to examine the accuracy of this approximation by comparing the results of its application with the fully converged ones.
The procedure that we have used to perform these one-vibration-approximation (OVA) calculations is almost identical to the fully converged one outlined in Paper I. The following modifications are, however, needed: 24 This is required because otherwise the strongly nonorthogonal overlap matrix associated with this severe truncation of the vibrational expansion results in an excessive lack of flux conservation. where the only allowed values of v~ and Vx are zero. For a complete vibration-rotation basis set expansion, this expression is identical to that in Eq. (3. 48) of Paper I, but in the OVA they differ, the above expression being the more consistent oneo 25 Even with these modifications, there are still many ambiguities in the application of this procedure. The most serious of these is the lack of invariance of the results to our choice of V rerCrx, Rx). In Sec. III we shall examine results for Vrer"' V(rx, Rx, h = 0) and where we define the sign of b to be the same as that of l, and kuJ is the wave number associated with the incident state. Since l = J-j, and j = 0 for the transitions considered in Figs. 1 and 2 , we see that b is proportional to J, and thus the range of impact parameters which contribute significantly to the reaction cross section increases with E in those figures (from I b I :-s 1. 74 bohr at 0. 45 eV to I b I :-s 2. 22 bohr at 0. 65 eV). In restriction, we find that the curves in that figure are otherwise very similar in appearance to those in Fig.  2 . This conclusion applies quite generally to the reaction probability vs J plots obtained for most other reactive transitions. A discussion of the energy dependence of the reaction probabilities will be given in Sec, lli.D.
In Fig. 4 we compare the converged reaction probabilities P~,oo-oo with the corresponding OVA results for a collinear reference potential V 0011 = V~(r~, R~, y~=O) at an energy of 0,60 eV. We see that the OVA result has the correct functional dependence on J but that the magnitudes of the probabilities at each J are nearly a factor of 2 too small. OVA calculations using In Fig. 5 we plot the inelastic nonreactive probabilities for the transition v = 0, j = 0-v' = 0, j' = 2 vs J for several energies E, The inelastic probabilities are seen to span a much larger range of J' s than the reactive ones, indicating that larger impact parameter collisions can contribute significantly to the inelastic processes. At all energies in Fig. 6 , the maximum rotational excitation probability occurs for J positive (although a smaller magnitude negative J peak does appear at the higher energies). The increased likelihood of exciting a positive rotational sublevel in a nonreactive collision with J initially positive is in agreement with the classical picture of the collision shown in Fig. 6 (Collision I) in which the incident atom having a positive impact parameter [see Eq. (3, 2)] impulsively strikes the "bottom" atom of the diatomic molecule in Fig. 6, I(a) , thus exerting positive torque on that molecule and exciting it into a rotational state with positive j'. For this collision, one would expect the dominant scattering angle 8 to lie between 180° and 360° relative to the y axis of Fig. 6 . In the next section we shall see that this is precisely what the differential cross sections indicate. Still unexplained, however, are the double-peaked distributions at the higher energies in Fig. 5 . Intuitively, one would expect that the positive J peak results from the mechanism described above (Collision I in Fig. 6 ). The negative J peak must arise from a different collision mechanism, quite possibly that pictured in Collision II of Fig. 6 , in which the incident atom, having small negative impact parameter, still strikes the bottom atom of the diatom in Fig. 6 , Ila, but rebounds into the oo:::: single partial wave, thus pointing out that equally accurate calculations for each partial wave (even those contributing relatively little to the integral cross sections) are necessary if spurious effects of this type are to be avoided. Of course, if there were rotational resonances in certain partial waves, then we would properly expect to see some form of oscillatory behavior in the angular distributions. Rotational resonances have indeed been observed in calculations on nonreactive atom diatom scattering, but these resonances have always been associated with attractive wells in the potential surfaces used. 28 In the case of the purely repulsive Porter-Karplus 19 potential, such wells do not exist, and thus purely rotational resonances are unlikely. 29 The full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the backward-scattered peak in the differential cross section remains relatively constant over the energy range studied and roughly equal to 70° (i.e., 145°::::8R::::215°) in Fig. 9 , Some broadening does, however, occur at the higher energies.
The angular distributions for the OVA results previously considered in Fig. 4 are plotted in Fig. 10 . As in Fig. 4 , we see that the shape of the converged curve is qualitatively well approximated by that of the OVA one, but there is about a factor of 2 difference in the magnitudes of the cross sections. This similarity in shape continues to exist at other energies as well, but the differences in magnitude can become much larger, as discussed in Sec. Ill. C.
In Fig. 11 we plot the distinguishable atom nonreactive inelastic differential cross sections ag 0~02 at E = 0. 40, 0. 50, 0. 60, and 0. 70 eV. These angular dis- Since the v = 0, j = 0-v' = 0, j' = 2 transition considered in Fig. 11 corresponds to a para-to-para transition which can occur by both nonreactive and reactive mechanisms, the correct physically measurable quantity (in a 2D world) to consider is the antisymmetrized parato-para cross sections which can be obtained through the use of Eq. (2. 1). In Figs. 12, 13, and 14 we plot the resulting antisymmetrized angular distributions 17~0~0 2 (summed over degenerate product rotational polarizations) for total energies of 0. 5, 0, 6, and 0. 7 eV, respectively. Also plotted for comparison are the corresponding distinguishable-atom nonreactive and reactive cross sections where, for consistency, the angle B rather than BR [see Eq. (2. 5)] is used for plotting the reactive differential cross sections. In terms of B, the reactive cross section is forward peaked (i.e., back- 0 r------,--------.---------.----- ward peaked in terms of e R), while the nonreactive one is backward peaked at 0. 5 eV shifting to sidewards peaking at the higher energies. At 0, 50 eV (Fig. 12) , the reactive cross section has a maximum value of 0. 0045 bohr/rad, which is over 200 times smaller than the maximum value of the nonreactive one, 0. 92 bohr/ rad, This implies thatj~J~v'J' in Eq. (2.1) has a much larger absolute value thanf:J~v'J', so that the antisymmetrized and nonreactive differential cross sections are nearly identical. Some small amplitude oscillations are seen in <r&~o 2 at small e in the neighborhood of the region where the reactive cross section has a maximum, These oscillations are real and result from interference between the direct and exchange contributions to the antisymmetrized cross section. They are similar in origin to the quantum symmetry oscillations which have been observed in atom-atom elastic and inelastic scattering. 30 As the energy is increased, the reactive cross sections increase much more rapidly than do the nonreactive ones {at all scattering angles), and (as is indicated in Figs. 13 and 14) the oscillations in the antisymmetrized differential cross sections for e < 60° become quite pronounced in the forward 9 (backward (} R) direction, {The oscillations in the antisymmetrized curve of Fig. 14 at 9> 80° correlate with those in the reactive curve. As for Figs. 8 and 9 , the latter are probably spurious, and therefore the former should not be considered to be real either. ) A small increase in the oscillation frequency with increasing energy is also apparent from the figures.
C. Integral cross sections
In Fig. 15 we plot the reactive integral cross sections Q~o~ 01 , Q~~ 03 , and Q~o~ 05 (summed over final rotational polarizations) as a function of the total energy E and initial translational energy E 0 • Both linear and semilogarithmic scales are used to show the functional dependence of these cross sections over a wide range of energies. If we define the effective threshold energy for a process as being that value of E for which the corresponding integral cross section is 0. 01 bohr, then the threshold energies for Q~0~ QCo~os increase monotonically in the energy range spanned by this figure but may level off at higher energies. At very low energies, the integral cross sections exhibit approximate exponential dependence on E. A characterization of the product rotational state distribution implicit in Fig, 15 is given in Sec. III. E. We should finally note that the reactive cross sections in Fig. 15 can be converted to the corresponding para -ortho quantities by multiplication by 3.
In Fig. 16 we compare the reactive cross section Q~0 (summed over all product states) with the OVA result [using Vret = V(r~, R~, y~ = 0) ]. As mentioned in Sec. III. A, the results obtained using Vrer= V~(ru R~) have almost the same energy dependence. It is apparent from the figure that the vibrationally converged integral cross section differs quite significantly from the OVA result over much of the energy range considered, the difference being about 3 orders of magnitude for total energies below 0. 36 eV. The two curves do cross near E = 0, 52 eV, which is quite interesting, since a previous analysis of the collinear H + H 2 system (on a slightly different potential surface) indicated that this reaction is very nearly vibrationally adiabatic at this energy. 31 Since, as we shall see in the next section, collinear and coplanar calculations can be related in a reasonably accurate manner, one might be able to assess the accuracy of OVA calculations in two and three dimensions by analyzing the extent of vibrational adiabaticity in the corresponding collinear systems.
In Fig. 17 ... 
D. Comparison of planar and collinear results
Because planar cross sections have the dimensions of length while collinear ones are dimensionless (i.e., the collinear cross section is equal to the collinear reaction probability), a direct comparison of these quantities is not possibleo One could devise models for converting collinear results into planar ones by assigning a model impact parameter dependence to the collinear reaction probabilities. A more straightforward comparison can be effected instead by examining the behavior of the corresponding collinear ergy scale being shifted upwards by about 0. 055 eV in going from the collinear to the coplanar curves. In addition, the maximum value of the collinear reaction probability is 1. 0, whereas that of the coplanar one is about 0. 6. Both the energy shift and the difference in the maximum probability are explainable in terms of relatively simple concepts. To understand the energy shift, we examine the nature of the triatomic H 3 system in its transition state. In the linear case, this triatomic pseudomolecule has two vibrational degrees of freedom: an asymmetric stretch mode, which is unstable and leads to motion along the reaction coordinate, and a stable symmetric stretch mode. When the reaction occurs and the system passes through the transition state region, the total energy partitions itself between these two vibrational modes. Energy in the symmetric stretch mode is not easily converted into the asymmetric stretch mode making it unavailable to overcome the potential surface barrier. This is a partial physical interpretation of the fact that the collinear threshold energy (the value of E at which the reaction probability is 0. 01) is 0. 42 eV, which is somewhat larger than the 0. 396 eV Porter-Karplus surface barrier height. Collinear threshold phenomena such as this have been analyzed in detail elsewhere. 6 • 31 In going from a linear to a planar transition state we add one bending degree of freedom to the internal motion of the transition state which also does not contribui.e effectively to motion along the reaction coordinate and which will also tie up some of the energy needed to overcome the activation barrier. This additional energy in the bending motion is a plausible explanation for the 0. 055 eV upward energy shift observed in Fig. 18 and is approximately equal to the zero point bending energy of about 0. 06 eV for the surface used. 34 Much of the above explanation has its basis on an approximate statistical theory proposed by Marcus. 35 The difference in the maximum probabilities attained by the collinear and coplanar results can be understood by examining the orientation dependence of the reaction probability. In the planar case with j = 0 initially, the diatomic molecule does not rotate and has equal probability of being in any orientation with respect to the direction of approach of the incident atom. Since the barrier height of the potential energy surface is 0. 396 eV for collinear collisions and increases to 2. 8 eV for perpendicular ones, we would expect that in the energy range being considered, the reaction probability should be greater_ for linear collisions and decrease to zero for perpendicular ones. The coplanar probability should represent an average over all initial orientations and if we assume unit reaction probability for 0::;; Y:t::;; 54 o and 306 o ::;; h ::;; 360 o and, by symmetry, for 1180 o -hI ::;; 54 o and zero probability elsewhere, we obtain a coplanar reaction probability of 0. 60 in agreement with Fig. 18 . The 54o cut-off angle is in reasonable agreement with previous estimates of the orientation dependence of the reaction probability obtained from distorted wave results 15 and from classical trajectory results.
E. Product state rotational distributions
In Fig, 20 we plot the integral cross sections QCo~OJ' (summed over final rotational polarizations) as a function of the production rotational energy and quantum number for several total energies E. We see from the figure that only small j' rotational states are appreciably excited in these reactive collisions. The relative population of final rotational states is not strongly dependent on total energy although some broadening of the distribution does occur at higher E. Not shown in the figure are the final rotational state distributions from initial states j ;<0, The qualitative shapes of these distributions are not strongly dependent on j and look very much like those for j = 0 in Fig, 20 . However, the magnitudes of the QC 1~ or decrease monotonically with increasing j for a given j'. 36 To a large extent, the distributions in Fig. 20 resemble rotational Boltzman-like distributions with a single temperature parameter. Distributions of this type, for a planar system, may be expected to have the form 37 (3, 3) where A(E) and T(E) are energy dependent constants and 2-li 1 , 0 i~ a degeneracy factor, In Fig. 21 we plot We should point out that although the rotational distributions are temperaturelike, we find no evidence of long lived compound state (i.e., complex) formation in this reaction at the energies being considered. 32 The rotational distributions seem to be determined to a large extent by the shape of the potential energy surface in the transition state region of configuration space [see lower half of Fig. 2(c) of Paper I], In this transition state, the asymptotic free rotational motion has become a seriously restricted bending motion, This bending motion becomes again a free rotational motion after the reaction, and, at least qualitatively, the distribution of different product rotational states appears to be determined by the overlap of this bending wavefunction and the asymptotic free rotor wavefunction. If this reasoning is correct, the resemblance of the rotational distribution in Figs. 20 and 21 to thermal distributions is at least partially coincidental. This phenomenon should, however, be quite common since restricted bending motion in the transition state region is a common feature of the potential energy surfaces for many reactions.
In Fig. 22 we plot the OVA cross sections in a man- ner analogous to that done for the converged cross sections in Fig. 21 . Figure 22 indicates that the OVA rotational distributions fit the temperaturelike distribution given in Eq. (3. 3) to about the same accuracy as the converged results. However, the OVA temperature parameters are somewhat higher (450-620 K), indicating that this approximate procedure predicts rotational distributions which are much broader than the converged ones.
F. Comparisons with other coplanar calculations
In Fig. 23 we plot our converged QAb~ot (SK) and the corresponding one-vibration-approximation results QAb~ot (SK, OVA) using a collinear reference function (see Se.c. II. D), along with the results of two other studies on coplanar H+ H 2 • Q~o~ot (WW, SE) and Q~o~ot (y/W, WE) come from two different applications of the distorted wave approximation by Walker and Wyatt 15 on the Porter-Karplus surface. SE and WE refer, respectively, to the strong and weak expansion path choices of the nonreactive reference potential used to generate the distorted wavefunctions. Q~o~ot (AL) is the coupled-channel result (using one variation of the OVA) 15 with long dashed curves referring to 00-00 transitions and dash-dot curves to 00-01 ones. SK refers to the results of this paper (Figs. 2, 3, 8 , and 9) with solid curves for 00 -oo and short dashed for 00-01 transitions. WW results are at E 0 =0.34 eV (E= 0.61 eV), while SK results are at E 0 =0,33 eV (E=0,60 eV).
of Altenberger-Siczek and Light, 10 in which an earlier calculation of Saxon and Light 6 is corrected. These calculations were done for an analytical surface fitted to the ab initio SSMK 36 surface. The two approximate calculations of Walker and Wyatt seem to bracket our result at low energies, but for E> 0. 60 eV, the absence of conservation of flux in the distorted wave calculation results in a gross overestimation of the integral cross sections. Thus, the distorted wave method remains accurate only when the reaction probabilities or cross sections are small. A similar conclusion was also drawn from an analogous collinear comparison. 39 ·The shapes of the distorted wave differential cross section a~o-ao vs reactive scattering angle () R (Fig. 24) are in good agreement with the corresponding results of our converged calculations, but not the magnitude of those cross sections. A similar comparison of the cross sections a~-01 in that figure indicates serious disagreement in both shape and magnitude, apparently due to a much more rapid falloff in the distorted wave reaction probabilities with decreasing J(J < 0) than is the case with our results [as seen in Fig. 24(a) 
G. Rate constants
In this section we examine the behavior of the parato-ortho thermal rate constant kP_ 0 (T). The ortho-topara rate constant can, of course, be obtained from kP-0 by using the easily calculable equilibrium constant for this reaction, 40 computed for the coplanar world of this paper. To obtain kP-0 (!) we first require the para-to-ortho cross sections Q: 1 [summed over all final ortho states and averaged over initial (para) rotational polarizations]. These are listed in Table IV for both the converged and OVA calculations.
The planar para-to-ortho rate constant is given by
where Z is the planar partition function 2 • likely that similar ones will be done on more than the very simplest of chemical systems. Rather, the primary emphasis is to use these results as benchmarks against which approximate theories may be compared, with the hope that these theories may be in turn applied Using Eqs. (3.4)-(3.6) along with the data in Table  IV, 25. As might be expected from the appearance of the integral cross sections in Fig. 16 , the OVA rate constant is considerably larger than the converged one at low temperatures, with the ratio of the two being 12. 4 and 2. 83 at 200 K and 300 K, respectively. At high temperatures, the two rate constants approach each other quite closely, a reflection of the similar effective threshold energies of the converged and OVA cross sections. The high temperature portions of the Arrhenius plots in Fig. 25 are nearly linear with resulting Arrhenius activation energies of 5. 2 and 5. 0 kcal/mole for the converged and OVA results, respectively. The high temperature Axrhenius straight line corresponding to the converged results is represented by the dashed line of Fig. 25 . We will defer a detailed comparison of these rate constants with those of accurate one-and three-dimensional calculations and with approximate theoretical and experimental ones to a separate paper.
IV. CONCLUSION
It should be apparent from the wealth of dynamical information presented in Sec. III that these calculations can be extremely useful to our understanding of chemical dynamics. We would like to stress that these calculations are not overly time consuming, but it is un- to more complicated systems. The comparisons with approximate calculations presented in Sec. III. F were incomplete in that the results of quasiclassical and semiclassical coplanar calculations on the PorterKarplus H 3 surface are needed to assess the quantitative accuracy of these important approximate theories. Also requiring further consideration is the use of collinear-type theories to provide approximate coplanar results, and similarly of coplanar theories to describe the three-dimensional world, 41 This was discussed briefly in Sec. III. D and will be further investigated in a separate paper.
The coplanar calculations are also important in elucidating what kinds of phenomena are significant in chemical reactions. The magnitude of the quantum symmetry oscillations in the para-to-para angular distributions (Sec. III. B) as a function of energy (Sec. III. C) and their absence in the corresponding integral cross sections are a good example. Such quantum symmetry effects may eventually be a useful experimental tool for characterizing reactive potential surfaces. Also of great importance is the characterization of the reaction in terms of direct and resonant mechanisms. This was briefly mentioned in Sec. 11. B, where we remarked that the reaction appeared to be completely dominated by the direct mechanism. A more detailed analysis at energies higher than were considered in this work indicates that in the neighborhood of certain energies (such as E-0. 92 eV) this no longer seems to be correct as very significant resonantlike effects are observed. The importance of these resonant processes is discussed elsewhere. 32 Finally, as was mentioned in the introduction, these calculations are significant in that they demonstrate the feasibility of the method outlined in Paper I for doing quantum 2D scattering calculations. Extension of this method to the 3D problem has recently been accomplished, 12 • 21 and the results of these 3D calculations and their comparison with 2D and lD ones should be extremely useful to our understanding of chemical dynamics.
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